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Over the past year we endeavored to collect data in order to provide clear
direction to all personnel on the future of EPD. The effort began with looking at the
city’s Leadership Guide, then talking to Eureka Police Department (EPD) employees
individually and in large groups. We then surveyed the community and its leaders and
finally held focus group sessions. The result is what we believe is a robust understanding
of the community, agency and employee expectations and idea of successful policing.
The EPD command staff then put pen to paper based on your input and wrote a
Mission Statement, articulated Department Values and now publish a Leadership Plan to
carry us forward. This Leadership Plan is presented to you here for your knowledge and
benefit. This is EPD’s roadmap to our future. If you want to know what you can do to
fit in or improve EPD, look to this Leadership Plan. Be part of it. Ensure its success,
because when the plan is executed well, Eureka wins.
Now the real work begins. W e must execute the plan. So, I need you to look at
the Leadership Plan, understand it and perform tasks that further the Mission of EPD.
You are the ones who make this department innovative, competent...successful. This is
also your chance to guide the direction of EPD in the upcoming years.
There are some who say this generation wants everything done for them and life
handed to them on a silver platter. I see it differently. You have high expectations of
yourself and us. Together we will rise to meet the challenge of effectively policing this
community in a just, fair and thoughtful way.
Leadership does not come from rank, but from ones ability to influence others.
Let’s positively influence this community to improve public safety. Here is your chance
to lead.

Andrew G. Mills
Chief of Police
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Mission
The Mission of the Eureka Police Department is to:
Work in partnership with the community to prevent and reduce crime, to safeguard public trust, improve the quality of life and protect the future of Eureka
through dedicated professional service.

Values
The Values of the Eureka Police Department are:

EPD will dutifully fulfill our obligations as crime fighters and problem solvers
EPD will lead though effective communication and a willingness to make tough decisions that protect the integrity and reputation of EPD

EPD will practice fidelity and loyalty to the constitution, law, community, each other
and our families
EPD will behave in a manner that is morally and legally honorable, on and off duty
EPD will put aside fear to act with moral and physical courage
EPD will strive for excellence by who we hire, how we perform and how we supervise toward operational efficiency and professional excellence

SERVICE
“Dedicated professional service”
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CRIME CONTROL
Preventing, reducing and controlling crime for public safety is the primary mission of the Eureka Police
Department

Goal One: Effectively address crime and disorder

Goal Two: Create time and space for officers and detectives to actively problem solve

Goal Three: Identify trending crime problems, by victim, suspect and location

Goal Four: Communicate effectively with the community about crime prevention

Goal Five: Hold the department and community accountable for reducing crime

POLICING A DEMOCRACY
The strength of a democracy and the quality of life enjoyed by its citizens
are determined in large measure by the ability of the police to discharge their
duties (Goldstein 1977)
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ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Crime control works best when the organization runs effectively. EPD must be a well run organization.

Goal One: Meet all POST training requirements

Goal Two: Create an inspection and control mechanism

Goal Three: Ensure logistical problems are anticipated, seen and resolved

Goal Four: Ensure policy and procedures are current

Goal Five: Improve the Internal Affair’s process

“There are a thousand hacking at the
branches of evil to one who is
striking at the root.”

Henry David Thoreau
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PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
The men and women who serve at EPD must be treated with dignity and respect. EPD seeks to improve the
employee experience.

Goal One: Implement a robust wellness program

Goal Two: Educate the workforce by developing Subject Matter Experts (SME)

Goal Three: Improve recruitment and retention

Goal Four: Increase the recognition and reward of employees privately and publically

Goal Five: Increase organizational cohesiveness

Don't lower your
expectations to meet
your performance.
Raise your level of
performance to meet
your expectations.
Ralph Marston
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COMMUNITY POLICING
Our existence is based on public consent. EPD will work to foster a strong working relationship in a
fair and unbiased manner. We seek justice through inclusion, openness and transparency .

Goal One: Work with all segments of the community without prejudice

Goal Two: Seek transparency and justice in every way possible

Goal Three: Increase involvement in events important to the greater Eureka community

Goal Four: Improve employee and officer communication with neighborhoods for problem solving
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TECHNOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENT
EPD must understand, select and acquire technology to effectively combat crime.

Goal One: Ensure current technology works well

Goal Two: Identify the next waves of technology and plan for acquisition

Goal Three: Seek technology that lessens, organizes or improves the workload

Goal Four: Identify and purchase technology that improves EPD operations, tactics and investigations
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BUDGETARY STABILITY
EPD must carefully manage and project future agency needs allowing for stability

Goal One: Increase EPD’s ability to track and monitor the department’s fiscal reality

Goal Two: Reapportion current budgetary categories into ones that reflect department need

Goal Three: Improve EPD’s planning for future technology needs and improvements

Goal Four: Identify areas and ways to reduce operational costs or improve revenue

BUDGET

The budget is not just a collection of
numbers, but an expression of our
values and aspirations.
Jacob Lew

